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Q2 Please provide any other thoughts or ideas.
Answered: 181 Skipped: 369

# RESPONSES DATE

1 interpretative aspects would be great. 7/30/2023 7:56 AM

2 Will the entire alley be improved or just the part adjacent to park? How will surface water be
managed during and after remediation since this is the headland of hisoric Pelly Creek that
runs to Lowman Beach?

7/28/2023 11:18 AM

3 Swings 7/23/2023 11:07 AM

4 Tasteful barriers to discourage camping in the park. 7/23/2023 8:10 AM

5 Let the kids skate! 7/22/2023 11:21 PM

6 Trees for shade, and benches for sitting would be great! Thanks, Judy 7/22/2023 5:01 PM

7 This survey would be better if you could click on the links for an explanation of just what each
consists of, for example the Multipurpose Area seems to show table tennis or maybe some
other ball sports but it is not clear from the picture alone. Similarly the Pedestrian boulevand
seems to show a sculpture or art (or is it a kid's climbing toy?).

7/22/2023 2:36 PM

8 Given the proximity to a rapid ride line, this park will become increasingly important as density
in the area increases. I would love to see a place for the nearby residents to gather for events
and for people going to nearby businesses to eat their food and rest from grocery shopping.
The road there is very busy and loud, so buffering the park from the road will be important.

7/22/2023 8:33 AM

9 It was hard to make choices from the small pictures without more description. However, I
would like a space that would bring families out regularly--like playgrounds and skate-park
space, or other activities. It would be lovely to have green space BUT in our current
environment we do not want the space to turn into a homeless encampment or an unofficial
dog park. A multi-purpose space--playground, small skate park, some event space might be
best to keep it in use.

7/21/2023 9:15 PM

10 I think Pedestrian Blvd should be automatically included for accessibility reasons. It’s
important that we consider how people are able to get around and through the space, everyone
should have equal access to the outdoors. Please consider any native gardens, plant life, etc
as well.

7/21/2023 8:19 PM

11 1. PLEASE no pickle ball - it's very loud, and I live right across the street at Cal-Mor Circle
Apts. 2. Please plant as many trees and shrubs as possible, because we're having much
hotter summers in Seattle than we used to. Thank you.

7/21/2023 6:52 PM

12 Please emphasize native plants when designing the landscape as this will be beneficial for the
local wildlife and pollinators, and will allow for the landscape to be more resilient over time.
Native to North America is a great start, but native to the PNW would be ideal to maximize the
benefits native plants afford.

7/21/2023 6:19 PM

13 Two or three shielded, quiet spots to sit and think, watch, and read would increase people's
use, I think.

7/21/2023 4:53 PM

14 Lawn is not sustainable, I cannot believe that is the first choice. Consider environmental
impact when creating plans. Lawn is a waste of water and a desert for pollinators

7/21/2023 4:25 PM

15 I would love to dedicate more space to a diverse set of plants. Please don't make it a large
open lawn, that is such a waste of space. Provide a place for people to get around that's
shaded and a natural area. I'd also love to be able to sit in the park with food and drink from
the Beveridge place or Zeeks which are right next to that park so some benches or tables
would be appreciated (which is what I meant when I clicked promenade). Can we connect the
trail to 44th or Graham to enable pedestrians to access the restaurants without waking along
California?

7/21/2023 4:14 PM
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16 Thank you for reaching out for comment. Though I did not choose “woodland planting,” I’d like
to suggest that native plants be used wherever trees and interstitial plantings are included.

7/21/2023 4:03 PM

17 First choice is 'all wheels'. My reasoning is that during my many walks by this area, it is
obvious that kids are desperate for a well-designed space to enjoy on skateboards/skates,
bikes, etc. I believe that there is space between the existing park and the proposed one to
increase the green space as needed.

7/21/2023 12:35 PM

18 I'll be thrilled as long as it isn't solely centered on little kids 7/21/2023 12:18 PM

19 This is a great area for to improve picnic space and urban shade for families. The grocery
stores and restaurants nearby are nice but a closer park + improved picnic are would improve
the walkability of this area.

7/21/2023 9:24 AM

20 A "Third Space" a large area that can provide an escape for residents of West Seattle and
from all walks of life. The makeshift skatepark that I saw pop-up for a bit was the most life I
have seen in the Morgan Junction in quite some time. People stopped to watch, kids had a
place to gather and play, and even adults were there actively participating in the space. And
please, add a public restroom.

7/21/2023 9:16 AM

21 I am old and would not welcome a skate park in this particular location. I'm not against skate
parks! Just prefer that this spot be quieter. Note how close many apartments are.

7/21/2023 7:34 AM

22 Some beautiful native vegetation and a skate park and play area would be lovely. 7/21/2023 6:24 AM

23 No to a skate park. It will be underutilized space. 7/20/2023 8:27 PM

24 A play structure would only work in this area if it was set up like those in San Fran, NYC,
Boston... fully fenced with regulation that persons over 18 can only enter with a minor.
Otherwise, it will be instantly trashed. I think the same would happen with any grassy field
(pretty but not realistic it will be used properly). It's an interesting location that really needs a
green public space but solid parameters, so that everyone will benefit/ utilize vs instantly
covered in needles, etc... I like the idea of allowing a space for skaters to have fun, a nice
walking path for contemplation and greenery/sculpture around and in between for visual interest
but not for standing, lying, doing drug in.

7/20/2023 7:18 PM

25 Whether carved out in Lincoln Park, or a space like the Morgan Junction Park Addition, West
Seattle needs a bike park (dirt mounts/BMX-style) or pump track for younger kids! SeaTac has
one, but it's been turned into a competition park that isn't really great for younger kids or casual
riders. The Delridge skate park isn't set up well for bikes or casual riders either. Another great
thing SeaTac has next to the BMX course is an RC (remote control car) park/track. Would be
awesome to see something like that in the space as well.

7/20/2023 9:58 AM

26 Just no big open field spaces. They just fill up with homeless people that the city then refuses
to remove. No thanks.

7/15/2023 10:12 PM

27 Multi purpose area that incorporates some accessible play areas (check out Harper’s
Playground non profit for truly accessible play areas) and skate park.

7/14/2023 1:05 PM

28 A nature based play area would be amazing. Little Cubs Preschool (nature school) is located
one block away and would use it almost every day!!! The Little Cubs love climbing trees and
over logs. A fun nature hike would be super cool too. Feel free to contact me for any help with
this project. Thanks! Kelli Wirth (Little Cubs Teacher/Owner) 952-217-3748 Kelli@littlecubs.org

7/14/2023 12:23 PM

29 If skating ends up being included, please keep it as far from the adjacent housing as possible.
Thanks!

7/13/2023 7:25 PM

30 Please DO NOT create any hostile architecture that would discourage our unhoused neighbors
from being full participants in this public space. Seattle is creating a cruel, dehumanizing
culture by actively and passively normalizing hatred/exclusion of unhoused human beings.

7/13/2023 4:35 PM

31 Skateboarding and climbing structures are two things that definitely will activate the space with
young people. And also keep young people one step further away from their phone.

7/13/2023 4:35 PM

32 Please keep the skating area it’s so important for the kids! 7/13/2023 9:38 AM

33 Grindline for the skatepark please. https://www.grindline.com/ 7/12/2023 10:56 PM

34 1. Promenade/Event space - especially for Emerg. Comm. Hub 2. Woodland planting - all
current trees preserved! Shade needed! 3, Festival Space - would help for Emergency

7/12/2023 6:00 PM
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Communcations Hub Do not remove any trees! Bigger trees are bigger help against climate
crisis and providing shade for all. TOP priority to allow an open multi-use for Emergency
Communication HUB at Morgan Junction Park - headquarter during next earthquake, terrorist
event, complete bridge collapse, mass casualties, landslide or anything which would knock out
cell service, Internet, or bridge access to Seattle Emerg. services. Closest hospital is Burien
which would be overloaded during Earthquake with BURIEN & other citizens needing medical
help. Even major accident cuts off bridge access so our Emergency Hub may be in frequent
use. There are a few tent shelters and volunteers and HAM radio operators who will try to help
people with emergency messages. Do not get too many structures in the way of needed
Emergency hub services. Talk with Morgan Jct Emerg. Communication Hub Captain Cindy B
See www.westseattlebeprepared.info Please keep needed Emergency services top priority in
design of this space already set as Emergency Hub for Morgan Jct. Neighborhood. Likely this
hub will be directing many West Seattle wide and City Wide communication. For more info talk
with the Emergency Management City Dept. and Cindy Barker. People of EVERY age need
emergency communication. As for play equip. Skateboarders & under 18 are a MUCH small
demographic compared to over 40. High proportion of elders in 98136. Make accessible for
disabled & bus riders. Morgan jct a hub for transit and ferry riders to have shade under big
trees.

35 Dog park 7/12/2023 1:03 PM

36 Let the kids build their skatepark 7/12/2023 12:58 PM

37 Maximize activation of the space by programming it for active uses. Simply changing this to a
planted park with benches I do not believe is the best way to ensure this space is well-kept
and used by the community.

7/12/2023 12:54 PM

38 If a skate park is included please think of those living in the apartments next to it. I’m not one
of them but they deserve having reasonable and enforced hours of use. Thanks

7/12/2023 12:45 PM

39 Please make contingency plans to preserve/reuse some of the better plantings in the current
Morgan Junction space. There are a number of good specimens in the park that were original
plantings or donated by volunteers. It would be a shame and a waste to just bulldoze them
over. Give the community time to dig up and relocate the plants if they don't fit the new plans.
Thanks.

7/12/2023 11:52 AM

40 What about a pea patch 7/12/2023 11:29 AM

41 West Seattle needs places for teens/tweens to hang out safely and more green spaces. There
are several playgrounds in the area, but no place to skate and bike.

7/12/2023 11:06 AM

42 I would like to see the park used to "expand the living space" for local apartment dwellers (who
have no yard). However they and their kids would get the most use from it.

7/12/2023 10:33 AM

43 Benches, trees, shady picnic tables. Side note: new parks are wonderful, BUT Seattle parks
MUST prioritize maintaining ALL existing parks.

7/12/2023 9:57 AM

44 Off leash dog area would be another good use of the space. 7/12/2023 9:46 AM

45 My family and I wish you would stop creating new parks projects until the current half
completed are finished and you catch up on the horrible condition of the current properties.

7/12/2023 8:48 AM

46 The site is ill-suited for a skate park as it is right next to an apartment building. I don't live in
the apartments but am sympathetic with those who do.

7/12/2023 8:37 AM

47 Any space that has more uneven terrain to prevent unwanted encampments. 7/12/2023 8:02 AM

48 Although I understand the value to some having a skate park it is noisy and unsupervised
24/7. At least with scheduled events the near by apartment dwellers have some warning as to
what's to come.

7/12/2023 7:34 AM

49 Well-lighted and visible from street at all hours. 7/12/2023 6:51 AM

50 35th is a loud busy street. Kids free playing right by it is not a good idea. Woodland Planting
will only encourage camping. It needs to be more open with trees and a space for the entire
community where people and events can congregate and celebrate and elders can take a
break and sit. That's why my top 2 choices and the only ones I'd select if I could is the
Promenade/Event space and Pedestrian Blvd. I don't really want the Festival Open space but
had to select something or couldn't submit the survey.

7/12/2023 6:49 AM
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51 Skateboard park would be the best use 7/12/2023 6:10 AM

52 Since it’s a small space, I believe the greatest good is served by having an open area that can
serve multi-purposes and be easy to maintain and be secure.

7/12/2023 5:51 AM

53 Please use native plants for the landscaping 7/12/2023 5:51 AM

54 My only concern with activating the area for wheels or "multipurpose" activities is the risk of
wheels or balls rolling out to the street that's so close by. But I'd rather see this area be used
for movement and play and let the area heat to the south remain for sitting and relaxing. Being
right on California it doesn't make sense for festival or open space - that's limited for when it's
used by the community and is in danger of being camped on. I'd rather see space children can
exercise and play and claim the space.

7/12/2023 2:52 AM

55 Some sort of noise (reduction) barrier between California Ave. SW and the park. 7/11/2023 11:18 PM

56 Play area with fence around it 7/11/2023 11:06 PM

57 No skate park 7/11/2023 10:54 PM

58 There has been significant interest in changing up the original plan to include skate elements in
particular. Anything we can do to keep kids engaged in good ways, and to have the city hear
them and their needs, sounds like an easy win.

7/11/2023 10:28 PM

59 We need shade and greenery in this spot. I think skates/ wheels should be closer to the
junction. Also the noise might be too much for the apartments/ residents/ restaurants nearby.

7/11/2023 10:21 PM

60 Restrooms ! 7/11/2023 9:26 PM

61 I believe that being so close to California/Fauntleroy intersection is unsafe for play and skate
areas. Perhaps a small safe climbing structure to entertain small children would be okay. It's
too close to housing, businesses with outdoor seating and heavy traffic to have rigorous
activities.

7/2/2023 6:33 AM

62 We already have 2 skate parks in the immediate area. Delridge & Westwood. Leave it family
friendly.

6/30/2023 8:21 PM

63 The skatepark sounds like a great idea 6/30/2023 7:17 PM

64 Anything is better. Please get project done 6/30/2023 3:12 PM

65 A skate park would be very noisy/disruptive to the residents. 6/30/2023 9:27 AM

66 The open lawn space at the park next door is underutilized and often appears poorly
maintained. That is why I believe the addition should be more dense with amenities—with more
plantings and more functional design.

6/29/2023 9:42 AM

67 Would love a really cool skatepark for all ages and levels. 6/28/2023 4:51 PM

68 Skatepark w/ surrounding woodland planting 6/28/2023 11:17 AM

69 Would love a place for multigenerational gathering, for kids to play and adults to have some
space to sit and hang out!

6/28/2023 8:51 AM

70 Skate park and all wheel parks are concerning for seniors and individuals in wheelchairs. This
is a public space and needs to provide outlet to majority. And this space is available a short
bus ride away in Delridge.

6/28/2023 12:32 AM

71 Please consider a rose garden as well. 6/27/2023 5:56 PM

72 I would really love to see another sectioned space for skateboarding and wheeled activities.
It’s awesome to see a community put their own means behind a small spot like there already
has been, and it’s great to have something small in the neighborhood.

6/27/2023 2:14 PM

73 I am begging you, please do not allow a skateboard park. How about a bocce ball area
surrounded by grass and benches? A lot of people who received wisdom discounts at shops
on our Ave live here and want to have a chance to play here too. Respectively what ever you
decide please make it quiet activity. Morgan Junction already has all the light and noise
pollution that it needs.

6/27/2023 1:18 PM

74 The community has already shown this can be an active and welcoming space. Please
consider the use for kids and adults who want more spaces to roll and skate and set this small

6/27/2023 8:52 AM
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space up accordingly.

75 Please prioritize the skatepark! 6/27/2023 8:52 AM

76 Let the kids skate :) 6/27/2023 8:43 AM

77 Skating for the kids is a real need. Like them to get exercise. Would like a restroom too ! 6/27/2023 8:28 AM

78 skatepark 6/27/2023 8:05 AM

79 A skatepark could be a great place for kids and community to come together. 6/27/2023 8:03 AM

80 SKATE PARK!!!!!!! Thank you 6/27/2023 7:48 AM

81 It would be great to have skate and other activities here. Thanks! 6/27/2023 6:46 AM

82 There is a enough room for multiple uses including skate park and a play area. Open space
would invite more homeless folks to sleep there than already do.

6/27/2023 6:11 AM

83 NO skating please!! 6/27/2023 4:42 AM

84 Dog park 6/26/2023 11:47 PM

85 I think a skate park is crucial for child's development and building community. 6/26/2023 9:32 PM

86 SkatePark!! Let the kids skate! 6/26/2023 9:23 PM

87 Off-leash dog park. 😊 6/26/2023 7:41 PM

88 Design for easy maintenance, safety, and multigeneration use 6/26/2023 7:08 PM

89 Food truck hub! 6/26/2023 5:42 PM

90 Food truck hub & seating would be our preferred option 6/26/2023 5:37 PM

91 Skate park skate park skate park 6/26/2023 4:03 PM

92 The local kids have worked hard with initiative and its been heartbreaking as a volunteer park
steward to watch their work be destroyed. Please let the skate park, Local green space and
park become safe and a public space for these young leaders!

6/26/2023 3:59 PM

93 West Seattle is in desperate need of a safe, designated space for skateboarding. 6/26/2023 3:49 PM

94 Lots of skaters in West Seattle, not enough skate parks...could be combined with music
performance space!

6/26/2023 10:58 AM

95 LET THE KIDS SKATE ! 6/26/2023 10:28 AM

96 morgan Juntion was already the perfect small community built skate spot and it was
destroyed. the best possible option would have been to leave it alone and let the kids have a
place to spend time outside and learn and challenge themselves. it is not only worthwhile but
essential to offer these free public skate spots

6/26/2023 10:22 AM

97 Skate park/play area to provide a safe, communal space for kids to play ! 6/26/2023 9:39 AM

98 Glad to see we are repurposing land for kid zones! 6/26/2023 9:34 AM

99 All wheels park would be my number 1 choice. Need a good place to skate around west
Seattle

6/26/2023 9:27 AM

100 A skate park would be a great addition along with a playground for kids - Elements that would
be used by the community on a regular basis. Other idea: Tennis/basketball/pickle ball court. A
dedicated area for food trucks to park.

6/26/2023 9:20 AM

101 Please make any special features wheelchair accessible. 6/26/2023 9:12 AM

102 A nice sculpture 6/26/2023 8:34 AM

103 The skate and play areas would really activate the space 6/26/2023 8:21 AM

104 Skate area or a dog park would be our family’s vote. Thank you! 6/26/2023 2:33 AM

105 Sport court. 6/25/2023 11:52 PM
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106 Play area should have extra safety precautions for being so close to California ave 6/25/2023 11:30 PM

107 Must be accessible to mobility impaired, young or old. 6/25/2023 11:15 PM

108 Let the kids skate!!! Thanks! 6/25/2023 11:01 PM

109 Would be nice to have skateboard park and also keep a space for Morgan Junction Festival.
Fenced dog park area also very needed.

6/25/2023 10:46 PM

110 Something active for kids, whatever you do. I feel like Seattle really lacks fun outdoor stuff for
kids.

6/25/2023 10:45 PM

111 My son is a wheelchair user so my top three items chose above all revolve around his ability
to access as much of the park as possible. He loves skate parks, too. I couldn't tell how
accessible a promenade/event space or a multipurpose are would be for him, so I chose the
pedestrian boulevard instead. Play areas tend to be very inaccessible for him so I didn't chose
that one. Similarly, a grassy viewpoint probably won't work for him unless there is some sort of
paved path up to the top. This is exciting to know the project is moving forward. Thanks for
asking for input!

6/25/2023 9:40 PM

112 My kids love skateboarding and would love a park so close to home. 6/25/2023 9:26 PM

113 Kids want a skate dot. No skateparks within walking distance for kids living in the area. 6/25/2023 9:17 PM

114 Loved seeing the space utilized last summer as a skateboard spot. That’s my number one for
sure.

6/25/2023 9:08 PM

115 This is a great space for bicycles and skateboards. 6/25/2023 7:16 PM

116 Skate park and playground please. Also, build some seasonal pop up dog parks, west seattle
desperately needs more.

6/25/2023 5:40 PM

117 Please note the only option I wanted to pick was skatepark. I don't support any of the other
options. 1) Skatepark, 2) skatepark, 3) skatepark

6/25/2023 5:28 PM

118 Sections for playground(s), walking paths, and nature interspersed throughout would be nice.
Not opposed to viewpoints/multifunctional spaces, but I would prioritize usability as a general
wooded walking area + play area for small kids

6/25/2023 3:56 PM

119 A small dedicated space for playground equipment would be nice as well as other sections
dedicated to nature/games and activities. To at least separate age groups

6/25/2023 3:56 PM

120 Love the idea of having a space for folks to skate! Maybe a mix of skate park and good
trees/green space would be awesome.

6/25/2023 3:25 PM

121 Encourage the skateboarding. Youth crimes happen often as a result of boredom and nothing
to do. This park is in a great, highly visible location for this, and it would be an instant success
for the parks department, given the very clear signs for how much demand there is for this in
our community.

6/25/2023 3:15 PM

122 Skateboarding area, please!!! 6/25/2023 2:19 PM

123 Invest in kids and teens and build a skatepark. 6/25/2023 2:08 PM

124 Highly recommend a skateboard facility 6/25/2023 1:26 PM

125 Let the kids skate! Morgan junction skate park! 6/25/2023 12:55 PM

126 skatepark would bring so many people together and there’s not enough skate parks in west
seattle.

6/25/2023 12:32 PM

127 Skate skate skate skate please put skate 6/25/2023 12:31 PM

128 Skate park!!!!!! Skate park!!!!! 6/25/2023 12:31 PM

129 Play and skate space will keep foot traffic in the area and make it more likely to be used as
intended. Not too many shrubs and only trees with clear sightlines at found level, please.
Everything happening in the park should be visible.

6/25/2023 12:24 PM

130 its proximity to the bus stop would make this a great destination and the local businesses
nearby would benifit from the traffic. a active design (skating/ multipurpose) would be better
than a passive one such as a lawn or open space

6/25/2023 12:22 PM
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131 The existing Morgan Junction Park is a pedestrian open space, it would be nice to have a play
area to complement this existing area. A place for kids to play or skate would be a nice
addition.

6/25/2023 11:36 AM

132 it is a small space so a skate park, with trees around it would be perfect. 6/25/2023 11:05 AM

133 I roller skate and it is very difficult to find spaces to practice in WS. Something like a tennis
court is perfect but we don’t always want to hog those areas since they aren’t intended for our
use. A multiple-purpose large smooth area would be amazing!

6/25/2023 10:28 AM

134 There are very few park/green spaces along California ave. We need a space for all to enjoy,
senior housing is across the street. No skate board area, please. West Seattle already has 2
skate areas. Should be a nice space for all ages and abilities to enjoy.

6/25/2023 10:25 AM

135 There is community interest in a skatepark. Please consider this for the skate community. 6/25/2023 10:11 AM

136 I would really like for there to be a skatepark here because it would be a very fun space to
skate and also very convenient.

6/25/2023 10:05 AM

137 kids need more places to safely exercise and express themselves. having something in the
heart of west seattle would be a great addition and be used by many! I would suggest a
Velosolutions PUMP TRACK (like what they recently build at North SeaTac Park) as this can
(and would) be used by skateboards, scooters, bikes, and rollerskates. Great fun for all ages
and skills, not that expensive, and can be designed to not take that much space!

6/25/2023 10:03 AM

138 This is the perfect spot for a skatepark in the community. There is obvious demand given
that’s what it has been unofficially used for, and would be a welcome addition to the
neighborhood.

6/25/2023 9:51 AM

139 A skatepark would be really fun for all ages and be good exercise 6/25/2023 9:50 AM

140 A skatepark would be great entertainment and exercise for all ages! 6/25/2023 9:48 AM

141 Kids should have a place they can go to skate and build a community. 6/25/2023 9:42 AM

142 There's already an open lawn at the Morgan Junction Park. We need more park structures for
kids to play on. A skate park this side of town would be great.

6/25/2023 9:29 AM

143 Green space and a playground would be a great addition to the neighborhood. Skate area is
space allows

6/25/2023 9:29 AM

144 All wheels - inviting rotating graffiti art panels 6/25/2023 9:09 AM

145 Crime prevention is very important. Thoughtful lighting and design are critical for nighttime. 6/25/2023 9:01 AM

146 Heavy emphasis on the all wheel area 6/25/2023 8:54 AM

147 Having to choose three will skew the data. My choice is all wheels. 6/25/2023 8:49 AM

148 I'd like to have a skate park that I could see from the street or walk around and watch 6/25/2023 8:48 AM

149 This is a great space for a youth centered play area, skate area, rec area. Those things don't
really exist in the Morgan junction.

6/25/2023 8:43 AM

150 No skatepark please! 6/25/2023 8:42 AM

151 Multi use skateable architecture 6/25/2023 8:25 AM

152 All wheels section would be great addition to community space. Let the kids skate!! 6/25/2023 8:16 AM

153 In order of preference: 1) All Wheels, 2) Play Area, and 3) Festival Space 6/25/2023 8:11 AM

154 No to a skate park Our neighborhood needs green open space that everyone can make use of 6/25/2023 8:05 AM

155 Off leash dog park 6/25/2023 7:59 AM

156 Please build a skate park. Many children in this area who need a space to skate. I'm opposed
to providing another grass area for dogs.

6/25/2023 7:48 AM

157 Please add a skate park. Few people use the current space. We saw dozens of people (of all
ages) use the space last summer when the community came together to build the skate space

6/25/2023 7:39 AM
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158 Having a skateboard/bike space would be a fun addition to the area. My son is 6 years old,
and I could see us visiting this once officially opened. The area has a great diversity of parks:
Lincoln Park, Solstice, and Lowman Beach in particular. Making this a skateboard/bike area
would add nicely to that diversity of options we have nearby. While it wasnt sanctioned, the
unapproved use of that space as a skate park showed there's a demand in the neighborhood
and I hope you'll take that into account.

6/25/2023 7:24 AM

159 Skate park with features for different skill levels and weekly lessons for beginners 6/25/2023 6:45 AM

160 Skateboard parks are noisy. The surrounding housing will be negatively impacted. 6/25/2023 6:23 AM

161 There are so many child areas already, it would be awesome to have a space for teens/ young
adult and/or combination of event & concert area. Either way, it should include some native
plant / flower and some water areas. *Not just a lawn of grass!!

6/25/2023 1:54 AM

162 Great choices 6/25/2023 1:38 AM

163 Let the kids skate! 6/25/2023 1:05 AM

164 There’s already a lawn near the sight. An activity for families would make a perfect addition to
the neighborhood.

6/25/2023 12:52 AM

165 The all-wheels park should have a pump track section as most do not. More of a surf skate
style of park.

6/25/2023 12:41 AM

166 Just build the skatepark. 6/25/2023 12:01 AM

167 Food trucks and outdoor seating 6/24/2023 11:44 PM

168 P-Patch 6/24/2023 11:30 PM

169 I am against a skate park at this location. 6/24/2023 11:22 PM

170 Skatepark please! 6/24/2023 11:16 PM

171 Food truck and festival space combined and a lawn/ picnic area to eat from food trucks 6/24/2023 11:15 PM

172 I am opposed to a skate park. 6/24/2023 11:01 PM

173 The community has shown how they want to use it, just make it a skate park already. 6/24/2023 10:46 PM

174 I do not think a skate park in this location ideal. I believe it will attract a lot of noise and
loitering. Please include a fully fenced minors only play area. Fully fenced !!!!!! It’s for safety.

6/24/2023 10:41 PM

175 No skate park please 6/24/2023 10:40 PM

176 Skate park would be fantastic!! Somewhere close to the neighborhood!!! 6/24/2023 10:22 PM

177 Large open spaces simply become dog parks around here where people let their dogs run off
leash. I would like to see a design that does not encourage that.

6/24/2023 10:20 PM

178 Would absolutely love to see this space used for skateboarding! 6/24/2023 10:16 PM

179 Thank you 6/24/2023 10:14 PM

180 SKATEPARK!!! 6/24/2023 10:12 PM

181 Play! Center children 6/24/2023 10:07 PM


